Rapid and sensitive differentiation of anomers, linkage, and position isomers of disaccharides using High-Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS).
A challenging aspect of structural elucidation of carbohydrates is gaining unambiguous information for anomers, linkage, and position isomers. Such isomers with identical mass can't be easily distinguished in mass spectrometry and a separation step is required prior to mass spectrometry identification. In our laboratory, gas-phase separation and differentiation of anomers, linkage, and position isomers of disaccharides was achieved using High-Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS). The FAIMS method responds to changes in ion mobility at high field rather than absolute values of ion mobility, and was shown to provide efficient separation and identification of disaccharide isomers at high sensitivity. Separation of analyzed disaccharide isomers can be accomplished at low nM level in a matter of seconds without sample purification or fractionation. Capability for examining a large population of ionic species of disaccharides by this method allowed for correlating structural details of disaccharide isomers with their separation properties in FAIMS. Results for disaccharide isomers indicate that this method could be applied to a larger group of carbohydrates.